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ABSTRACT
Particulate matter is emitted from diverse sources and affect the 
human health very badly. Dust particles exposure from the 
stated environment can affect our heart and lungs very badly. 
The particle pollution exposure creates a variety of problems 
including nonfatal heart attacks, premature deaths in people 
with lung or heart disease, asthma, difficulty in breathing, etc. In 
this article, we developed an automated tool by computing 
multimodal features to capture the diverse dynamics of ambient 
particulate matter and then applied the Chi-square feature 
selection method to acquire the most relevant features. We 
also optimized parameters of robust machine learning algo-
rithms to further improve the prediction performance such as 
Decision Tree, SVM with Linear and Regression, Naïve Bayes 
(NB), Random Forest (RF), Ensemble Classifier, K-Nearest 
Neighbor, and XGBoost for classification. The classification 
results with and without feature selection methods yielded the 
highest detection performance with random forest, and GBM 
yielded 100% of accuracy and AUC. The results revealed that the 
proposed methodology is more robust to provide an efficient 
system that will detect the particulate matters automatically 
and will help the individuals to improve their lifestyle and 
comfort. The concerned department can monitor the indivi-
dual’s healthcare services and reduce the mortality risk
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Introduction

Across the globe, the major source of pollutions is particulate matters (PMs), which 
severely affect the human health (Ostro, Broadwin, and Lipsett 2000; Weng, 
Chang, and Lee 2008). The PM particles range in size from a few nanometers to 
tens of micrometers (µm) in diameter, i.e., PM1.0, PM2.5, and PM10.0. The 
composition, size, and distribution of these particles affect the human health 
hazardously (Ostro, Broadwin, and Lipsett 2000). Human health has more impact 
on ultra- and fine particles (PM1.0 and PM2.5) as compared to the coarse particles 
(PM10) (Laden et al. 2014; Mar et al. 2006). According to the world bank estimate 
in 1993, there was about 50% of the disease due to the indoor particulate matter 
and poor household environment in developing countries (Albalak et al. 1999; 
L. P. Naeher et al. 2001).

In rural areas, people use the domestic wood combustion heaters, which con-
tributes significantly to ambient PM in moderate or cold winters (Ancelet et al. 
2013; Glasius et al. 2006; Grange et al. 2013; Molnár and Sallsten 2013; Trompetter 
et al. 2013). The exacerbations and respiratory symptoms, especially in the children 
and young adults, are associated with the elevated concentrations of the ambient 
PM in wood-burning communities (Lipsett, Hurley, and Ostro 1997; McGowan 
et al. 2002; Luke P. Naeher et al. 2007; Town 2001). The studies (Sarnat et al. 2008) 
show that wood combustion PM emission found daily wood smoke PM 2.5 to be 
associated with hospital emergency department visits for cardiovascular disease 
but not respiratory disease. The studies also reveal that wood smoke-affected 
people have similar magnitude to that of gasoline and diesel PM2.5.

The airborne particles (such as PM10 and PM2.5) have a pathophysiological 
influence on health in the form of inflammatory response and oxidative stress in 
the respiratory system along with consecutive systemic inflammatory responses 
(Annesi-Maesano et al. 2007; Portnov and Paz 2008; Schlesinger et al. 2006). The 
empirical studies (Y. S. Chen et al. 2004) in Taiwan reveal different health impacts 
due to dust storms, which increased the risk of respiratory diseases by 7.66% in 
one day after the event, 4.92% total deaths after two days, resulting in the dust 
storm, and 2.59% cardiovascular diseases in two days, leading to the dust storm. In 
recent years, the environmental changes occur due to soil degradation and deser-
tification processes in parallel with changes in intensity and wind direction 
(Portnov and Paz 2008; Portnov, Paz, and Shai 2011).

Human health has a very bad impact from the particulate matters concentration 
emitted from diverse sources and indoor and outdoor sources. The particle 
pollution exposure creates a variety of problems including nonfatal heart attacks, 
premature deaths in people with lung or heart disease, aggravated asthma, irregular 
heartbeat, decreased lung function, increase in respiratory symptoms causing 
coughing and difficulty in breathing, etc. The concentration in PM time series 
can be of diverse nature comprising time variants (short-, medium-, and long-term 
variation) and nonlinear, nonstationary, and complex dynamics based on emitted 
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concentrations of PM time series. Researchers recently emphasis only the classifi-
cation of indoor and outdoor PM concentration time series. However, there is dire 
need to investigate these multiple dynamics present in particulate matter time 
series data by computing the associations and relationships among the extracted 
features. Moreover, we aim to develop the ranking algorithms to compute the 
feature importance that ranks the multimodal extracted features based on the 
feature importance. We further investigated the association and relationship 
among the features based on top ranked features. The proposed study can thus 
be utilized by environmental institutions and decision makers that which char-
acteristics of PM concentrations can be of importance to make further decisions 
and awareness campaigns to reduce the risks produced due to the PM time series 
data. Based on the outcomes, we will provide the mechanism to control, monitor, 
and reduce the effects of these pollutants to the concerned Government depart-
ment for policy making and awareness.

This study is aimed to predict the particulate time series by extracting multimodal 
features from time-domain (to capture the short-, medium-, and long-term variations), 
statistical features (to capture statistical variations), and entropy-based complexity 
measures (to capture the nonlinear, non-stationary, and highly complex dynamics) 
present in the particulate matter time series from both indoor and outdoor selected at 
different locations of Muzaffarabad, Azad Kashmir, Pakistan, with and without feature 
selection methods. We then optimized and employed robust machine learning techni-
ques such as decision tree (DT), k-nearest neighbour (KNN), support vector machine - 
linear & radial based kernel (SVM-L & R), naïve bayes (NB), eXtreme boosting linear 
and tree (XGB-L, XGB-T), and average neural network (AVNNET). The proposed 
methods yielded the higher prediction results.

Figure 1 reflects the schematic diagram to predict the particulate matter. In the first step, 
we extracted the time-domain, statistical (to capture short, medium and long variations) 
features, wavelet, and entropy-based complexity features (to capture the nonlinear 
dynamics) from indoor and outdoor particulate time series data. We optimized the 
parameters of machine learning algorithms. We then fed these features with and without 
feature selection method as input to supervised machine learning algorithms including 
decision tree, KNN, SVM-L, SVM-T, Naïve bayes, NNET, LVQ, AMDAI, RF< GBM, 
XGB-L, XGB-T, AVNNET. The 10-fold cross-validation was used for training and 
testing data validation. The proposed approach yielded the improved prediction results.

Materials and Methods

The current study was performed in the main campus of University of Azad 
Jammu and Kashmir (UAJK), which is a public sector university of AJ&K recog-
nized back in the year 1980 and is multicampus and multidiscipline. The 
University is located at Muzaffarabad, which is the capital of Kashmir, that is 
ruled by Pakistan, and it is also known as Azad Jammu and Kashmir (AJ&K). 
Muzaffarabad is a lovely valley in the form of a cup. At the convergence of the 
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Neelum and Jhelum streams, the city is located at 73.47 E (Longitude) and 34.37 N 
(Latitude). River Neelum divides the university into campuses, which are namely 
called City campus and Chehla campus.

Data Acquisition

Particulate Matter (PM2.5) concentrations were collected from the main campus of 
University of Azad Jammu and Kashmir, which is located at the roadside, leading 
from Combined Military Hospital (CMH) to upper Addah, of Muzaffarabad. Each 
of the values of indoor and outdoor at specific locations are averages of 21,600 data 
points. The mean concentrations of ambient indoor and outdoor PM at different 
selected sites of Muzaffarabad city and training times are detailed in Hussain et al. 
(2020a). Data were collected using “Environmental Particulate Air Monitor 

Figure 1. Schematic diagram to detect particulate matter (PM).
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(EPAM-5000), Haz-Dust,” which is a sensitive and precise instrument for ambient, 
air quality investigations, environmental monitoring, and baseline surveys (“SKC 
Ltd. Unit 11, Sunrise Business Park Higher Shaftesbury Road Blandford Forum 
Dorset DT11 8ST UK) (https://www.skcltd.com/products-category/90- 
particulatesampling/348-epam5000-mainpage-6”).

Its working principle uses the near-forward light scattering method of infrared 
radiations from the particles and thereby continuous measurement of their con-
centrations. The instrument records real-time airborne particle concentration data 
in mg/m3. Based upon interchangeable size-selective impactors, the instrument 
measures particulate matters with different sizes, viz., PM10, PM2.5, and PM1.0. The 
instrument can sample for up to 24 hours on one battery, and monitoring data can 
be stored up to 15 months. Using DustComm Pro Software, the data can be 
downloaded and stored on the computer for analysis purposes. At each site, 
EPAM-5000 was installed for consecutive six hours in the closed location to 
monitor the concentration of indoor particulate matter at a sampling rate of 
one second that will generate 21600 samples for each reading of six hours. Data 
collection was made for consecutive 26 days. After acquiring the data, the data were 
transferred to a personal computer with the help of manufacturer provided soft-
ware, i.e., DustComm Pro Software.

Features Extraction

Features extraction is one of the most important steps before applying the Machine 
Learning and Neural networks classification techniques for detection and predic-
tion purposes. It requires an optimum feature set that should effectively discrimi-
nate the subjects. Features extraction is solely specific to the problem. Ferland et al. 
(2017) and Rathore et al. (2014) extracted hybrid and geometric features for 
automatic colon detection of cancer. Dheeba, Albert Singh, and Tamil Selvi 
(2014) extracted texture features for breast cancer detection. Hussain et al. 
(2014) computed texture and morphological features to detect and classify the 
human face from nonfaces. Moreover, Hussain et al. (2017b) recently extracted 
acoustic features such as volume and pitch and prosodic features such as frequency 
minimum, maximum, sum, and Mel frequency cepstral coefficients for emotion 
recognition in human speech. They also extracted time and frequency-based 
features for detecting the heart rate and heart rate variability.

However, few studies (L. Wang et al. 2017) suggest the use of multimodal 
features, i.e., combing features from multidomains along with the nonlinear 
features for classifying the epileptic seizure. This will give a unified framework to 
include the advantages of varying characteristics of EEG signals. In this study, we 
have also extracted the features based on the time-domain, frequency domain, 
complexity-based measures, and wavelet entropy methods for classifying the 
epileptic seizure subjects from healthy subjects and postictal heart rate oscillations. 
Apart from this, in this work, we extracted nonlinear features using sample entropy 
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based on the KD tree algorithmic approach (fast sample entropy) and approximate 
entropy, which gives outer performance than the results obtained by L. Wang et al. 
(2017) and is consistent with the results obtained by (Hussain et al. 2017a). 
Recently, Pan et al. and Hussain et al. (Hussain et al. 2017a; Pan et al. 2011) 
employed fast MSE, which gives statistically more effective results than traditional 
MSE with reduced computational and memory complexity.

We utilized different variants of entropy features as detailed below to 
capture multiple dynamics present in PM time series concentration data.

Time-Domain Analysis
To calculate the time variability in PM time series signals, time-domain 
features are derived in various ways.

SDSD: In each time series section, the difference between adjacent intervals’ 
standard deviation is measured.

SDNN: by calculating the standard deviation of each segment’s PM 
intervals, 

SDPM ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1
N � 1

�N
j¼1ðPMj� PMÞ2

r

: (1) 

RMSSD: The root square of the mean squared difference of N consecutive PM 
intervals was calculated, 

RMSSD ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1
N � 1

�N� 1
j¼1 ðPMjþ1� PMÞ2

r

: (2) 

SDAPM: For averages of PM intervals, the standard deviation is calculated, 

SDAPM ¼ SD½u1; u2; u3; u4; . . . ::un�:

Nonlinear Methods
Biological signals are the complicated patterns generated by multiple interact-
ing components of a biological system. These patterns of change may reveal 
valuable knowledge about these systems’ dynamics. Using conventional data 
analysis methods to obtain useful information is impractical. The most widely 
used difficulty base measures are listed below.

Entropy-Based Features
EEG signals have nonlinearity, which means that they contain hidden infor-
mation about their dynamics. Information theoretical methods based on 
entropy are the most widely used for signal analysis since traditional 
approaches to collecting useful information are impractical.
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Approximate Entropy
Pincus introduced approximate entropy (ApEn) in 1991 as a statistical mea-
sure for calculating data regularities. ApEn shows that identical patterns are 
not replicated by computing the likelihood, 

ApEnðm; r:NÞ ¼ ϕm
ðrÞ � ϕmþ1

ðrÞ: (3) 

Fast Sample Entropy with the KD Tree Approach
Costa (2002) suggested the sample entropy (SampEn), and ApEn has been changed 
in this edition. SampEn is a time series physiology measurement tool. It is also 
independent of data length and can be calculated using the following formula: 

SampEnðm; rÞ ¼ lim
N!1

� In
PmðrÞ
QmðrÞ

: (4) 

Self-matches are excluded, Pm (r) denotes the probability that two sequences 
will match for m + 1 points, and Qm (r) denotes the probability that two 
sequences will match for m points (with a tolerance of). Equation 4 can be 
written as follows in this case: 

SampEnðm; r;NÞ ¼ � In
PmðrÞ
QmðrÞ

: (5) 

By setting 

Q ¼ f
½ðN � m � 1ÞðN � mÞ�

2
gQmðrÞandP ¼ f

½ðN � m � 1ÞðN � mÞ�
2

gPmðrÞ;

(6) 

we have p
Q ¼

Pm rð Þ
θm rð Þ , and as a result, sample entropy can be written as 

SampEnðm; r;NÞ ¼
PmðrÞ
QmðrÞ

; (7) 

where P is the total number of forward matches of length m + 1 and Q is the 
total number of templates matches of length m. Here, we used sample entropy 
with the KD tree algorithmic base approach as implemented by Hussain et al. 
(2017a), which provides improved performance and is more effective with 
respective to time and space complexity.

Wavelet Entropy
Nonlinearity in a time series can also be calculated using wavelet entropy methods. 
Log Energy, Shannon, Threshold, Norm, and Sure are some of the most widely 
used wavelet methods (Lu et al. 2018). The Shannon entropy (D. Wang, Miao, and 
Xie 2011) was used to determine the signal to wavelet coefficient complexity 
produced by the wavelet packet, with larger values indicating greater complexity. 
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Wavelet entropy used by Rosso et al. (2001) provided the useful information to 
measure the underlying dynamical process associated with the signal. The entropy 
‘E’ must be an additive information cost function, as shown below: 

Eð0Þ¼ 0 and EðsÞ¼�iEðsiÞ: (8) 

Shannon Entropy
Claude proposed Shannon entropy in 1948, as presented by Wu et al. (2013). 
Shannon’s entropy has been commonly used in various areas of information 
processing systems since then. It is a measure for estimating a random variable’s 
degree of uncertainty. It establishes the expected value of the data found in 
a particular message. The Shannon entropy of variable X can be expressed 
mathematically as follows: 

VðXÞ ¼ VðP1; ::; Pn; Þ ¼ �
Xn

i¼1
Pilog2Pi; (9) 

Pi ¼ PrðX ¼ xiÞ: (10) 

In the above equation, Pi is defined, with xi indicating the ith possible value of 
X out of n symbols and Pi denoting the possibility of X ¼ xi.

Wavelet Norm Entropy
The Wavelet Norm entropy (Avci, Hanbay, and Varol 2007) is defined as 

EðSÞ ¼
P

ijSij
p

N
; (11) 

where p is the power and must be 1� P< 2 the terminal node signal and (Si) 
i the waveform of terminal.

Feature Selection

In the machine learning, one of the most important steps is to extract the most 
relevant features, which could improve the detection performance. Researchers 
have emphasized to propose a variety of different feature extracting strategies for 
features extraction based on the type and nature of problem. All the extracted 
features are not important, which may contribute to proper identification. So, 
feature selection (also known as attribute selection) is a method of selecting those 
important attributes, which contain necessary/relevant information in the dataset 
(Zhao and Liu 2007). This method is very handy when extracting relevant variables 
from the high-dimensional dataset, which contains redundant, useless, or irrele-
vant features (Yu and Liu 2003). Feature selection needs to be performed only 
once, and then different classifiers can be evaluated (Saeys, Inza, and Larranaga 
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2007). There are four main advantages of feature selection techniques, and it 
improves the model’s training time because the subset of variables takes less 
memory and computational time for a model (Kohavi and John 1997), improves 
generalization by reducing variance, avoids curse of dimensionality, and simplifies 
the model. The chi-square test can be used to select important features from the 
high-dimensional data set (Jin et al. 2006). Recently, researchers have been utilizing 
the feature selection algorithms to improve the prediction performance. Rostami 
et al. (2022) applied the gene selection algorithm to improve the classification 
accuracy of microarray data. Rostami, Berahmand, and Forouzandeh (2021) also 
applied genetic algorithm-based feature selection methods for improved commu-
nity detection problems. Saberi-Movahed et al. (2021) utilized the feature selection 
method to decode clinical biomarker space of COVID-19. Rostami et al. (2021) 
recently comprehensively reviewed the different features selection methods 
applied on various problems analysis for improved performance measure. 
Mostly, the high-dimensional data usually have a lot of features, which becomes 
a hard learning task for classifiers. Moreover, the deep learning CNN methods 
compute many features. In this study, we extracted 2048 features from the FC layer 
of ResNet101 from multiclass (COVID-19, normal, bacterial, and viral pneumo-
nia). Dimensionality reduction by applying the appropriate feature selection 
approach helps to reduce the number of variables of high-dimensional data by 
discarding the less informative variables and ensure similar information. We 
utilized the chi-square feature selection algorithm. The chi-square feature selection 
algorithm is successfully been utilized in many recent problems for prediction and 
classification (Cai, Shu, and Shi 2021; Rosidin et al. 2021; Shrestha et al. 2021). In 
this case, nonparametric chi-square methods chosen are not based on assumptions 
and the sample collected also does not follow the specific distribution. The chi- 
square feature selection algorithm for feature selections from multimodal features 
computed from particulate matters time series is detailed in the below section:

Chi-Square Feature Selection
It is the most simple and general feature selection algorithm in which a2 value is 
repeatedly selected to determine the intervals of a numeric attribute. After extract-
ing the features, these are selected based on the characteristics of the data. The chi- 
square algorithm has two significant levels, which are based on the X2 value. The 
first step is the high significance level (sigLevel), which is computed for all numeric 
attributes for discretization. After sorting each of the attribute according to its type, 
the following procedure is performed:

(i) The X2 value for every pair of closest intervals is calculated.
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(ii) The adjacent interval pairs are merged with the lowest X2 value, 
and this process continues as long as all pairs of intervals contain 
X2 values, which are greater than the parameter determined by 
sigLevel.

The above process is repeated with a decreased sigLevel until an incon-
sistency rate (δ), ‘incon ()’, is exceeded in the discretized data. The chi-square 
(X2) is computed using the following equation: 

X2 ¼
X2

i¼1

Xk

j¼1

ðAij� EijÞ
2

Eij
; (12) 

where

● k = number of (No.) classes,
● Aij= No. of patterns in the ith interval, jth class,
● Eij= expected frequency of Aij = Ri* C j/N,
● Ri= No. of patterns in the ith interval,
● Cj= No. of patterns in the jth class,
● N = total No. of patterns.

Classification

We applied and compared 09 supervised machine learning classification algo-
rithms: CART, KNN, SVM-L, SVM-R, NB, GBM, XGB-L, XGB-T, and AVNNET 
methods. In machine learning, ensemble is the collection of multiple models and is 
one of the self-efficient methods as compared to other basic models. The ensemble 
technique combines different hypotheses to hopefully provide best hypothesis. 
Basically, this method is used for obtaining a strong learner with the help of 
combination of weak learners Experimentally, ensemble methods provide more 
accurate results even when there is considerable diversity between the models. 
Boosting is a most common type of ensemble method that works by discovering 
many weak classification rules using the subset of training examples simply by 
sampling again and again from the distribution. The summary of robust machine 
learning algorithms with parameter optimization is enlisted below:

Support Vector Machine (SVM)
For supervised learning methods, SVM is one of the most robust methods used for 
classification purposes. Recently, SVM was excellently used for pattern recognition 
problems (Vapnik 1999), machine learning (Gammerman et al. 2016), and medical 
diagnosis area (Dobrowolski, Wierzbowski, and Tomczykiewicz 2012; Subasi 
2013). Moreover, SVM is used in a variety of applications such as recognition 
and detection, text recognition, content-based image retrial, biometrics, speech 
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recognition, etc. SVM construct a hyperplane or set of hyperplanes in infinite or 
high dimensional space using kernel trick to separate the nonlinear data with larger 
margin. The good classification separation is achieved with larger margin, which 
indicates the lower generalization error of the classifier. SVM tries to find 
a hyperplane that gives the largest minimum distance to the training example. In 
SVM theory, this name is also known as margin. For the maximized hyperplane, 
the optimal margin is obtained. SVM has another important characteristic that 
gives the greater generalization performance. SVM is basically, a two-category 
classifier, which transformed data into a hyperplane depending on the nonlinear 
training data or higher dimension.

For explaining ambiguity in SVM, we take a binary classification problem where 
classes can separate linearly. Consider a data set D with classes 
C1;Y1ð Þ; C2;Y2ð Þ; . . . . . . ; Ci;Yið Þ. Here, Yi are training tuples and associated 

class labels Yi, in which each Yi contains only one value, for example, can buy 
a computer or not. In Fig 1 and 2, graphs show the linear separation of data in 
2-dimension, a plane for 3-dimension, and a hyperplane for n dimensions, here 
a straight-line separates class +1 tuple from class −1. Several infinite straight lines 
could be drawn for the separation of tuples from two classes. The problem is to find 
the best line, plane, or hyperplane that has a minimum error in classification for 
unseen tuples.

The SVM technique is used to find the maximum marginal hyperplane for 
solving a problem. Figure 1 shows two separating hyperplanes and related margin 
lines, and we suppose that after classification, the accurate result can be obtained 
with a larger margin as compared to smaller. That is why during the training phase, 
SVM searches for hyperplanes with a maximum margin. The equation for finding 
a hyperplane is 

W:X þ b ¼ 0: (13) 

Here, w represents the weight vector, W1, W2, . . . ., Wn represent No. of 
attributes, and b is scalar called bias.

Margins of hyperplane can be defined by adjusting the weights as below: 

w0 þ w1x1 þ w2x2 > 0;

w0 þ w1x1 þ w2x2 < 0: (14) 

The weights can be adjusted so that the hyperplanes defining the “sides” of 
the margin can be written as 

H1 : w0 þ w1x1 þ w2x2 � 1 for ci ¼ þ1;
H2 : w0 þ w1x1 þ w2x2 � 1 for ci ¼ � 1: (15) 

According to it, if tuples lying above H1 belong to class +1 whereas, in other 
cases, it belongs to class −1.
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The SVM classification algorithm performance can be further improved by 
optimizing several parameters. In this study, we optimized the parameters using 
the grid search algorithm (Rathore, Hussain, and Khan 2015) by carefully setting 
the grid range and step size. For linear kernel, the parameter ‘c’ is used, which 
constrains violation cost associated with the data point occurring on the wrong 
side of the decision surface. For RBF kernel, the value of gamma is important. We 
adjusted the following parameters for optimization of parameters:

param_grid = {‘C’: [0.1,1, 10, 100], ‘gamma’: [1,0.1,0.01,0.001],’ker-
nel’: [‘rbf’].

Random Forest
Random forest is another type of machine learning classifier, which is operated by 
constructing an assembly of decision trees. The result is achieved by averaging the 
output founded from all DTs. (Criminisi 2011). Breiman in 2001 first developed 
the RF model by taking an extra layer with bagging strategies. It has important 
applications in regression, classification, and multiselections (Genuer, Poggi, and 
Tuleau-Malot 2010). It is a best classifier for categorization, prediction, and 
regression purposes (Breiman 1996). For decreasing and reducing the variance 
and influence, the bagging method is used. Let us consider a training set as X = x1, 
x2 . . . xn with response Y = y1,y2 . . . yn. Bagging selects a sample and repeats it 
k times; repeat K by replacing the training set and fitting the trees to these samples. 
It trained the current tree time to time. Let us suppose that it trains a tree k (k = 1, 
2 . . . K). After training the model, the prediction model can be obtained by taking 
average of output obtained from each K regression tree or with the help of 
a majority of votes from K decision trees. The probability that a definite symbol 
from the entire class of symbols is not selected is given by the following formula 

P ¼ ð1�
1
n
Þ

k
: (16) 

Initially, k is equal to n in the bagging process normally. For greater values of n, 
approximately 36.80% of the training samples are not selected by the classifier. As 
a result, 36.80% is known as out-of-bag samples. This model improves the general 
tree growing arrangement. Here, each candidate split in the tree model. An 
arbitrary subset of features is used instead of a single feature value from all 
candidates. On the other hand, in a traditional tree ensemble scheme, several 
features provide solid response for prediction. These are used as a base predictor. 
Whenever these trees were closely correlated, a weak prediction is obtained.

XGBOOST Algorithms
Chen and Guestrin proposed XGBoost, a gradable machine learning system in 
2016 (T. Chen and Guestrin 2016). This system was most popular and became the 
standard system when it was employed in the field of machine learning in 2015, 
and it provides us with better performance in supervised machine learning. The 
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gradient boosting model is the original model of XGBoost, which combines and 
relates a weak base with stronger learning models in an iterative manner 
(Friedman 2001). In this study, we used XGBoost linear and tree with the following 
optimization parameters.

The optimization problem is divided into two parts by the gradient boosting 
machine for the sake of step direction and to optimize step.

But the XGBoost solves 

@Sðy; f ðm� 1ÞðxÞ þ fmðxÞÞ
@fmðxÞ

¼ 0: (17) 

For every x in data to directly fix the step, we have 

S y; f m� 1ð Þ xð Þ þ fm xð Þ
� �

(18) 

� S y; f m� 1ð Þ xð Þ
� �

þ gm xð Þfm xð Þ þ
1
2

hm xð Þfm xð Þ2 (19) 

� S y; f m� 1ð Þ xð Þ
� �

þ gm xð Þfm xð Þ þ
1
2

hm xð Þfm xð Þ2 (20) 

by expending the loss function through second-order Taylor expansion, where 
gm xð Þ is the gradient and hm xð Þ is Hessian, 

hm xð Þ ¼ @2S Y;f xð Þð Þ

@f xð Þ2
, here f xð Þ ¼ f m� 1ð Þ xð Þ.

Then, the computed loss function can be written as 

S fmð Þ �
Xn

i¼1
gm xið Þfm xið Þ þ

1
2

hm xið Þfmx2
� �

þ const (21) 

/
XPm

j¼1

X

i2Rjm
½gmðxiÞKjm þ

1
2

hmðxiÞK2
jm�: (22) 

In region j, let Gjm denote the sum of gradient, the sum of Hessian is 
represented by Hjm, and then the equation will be 

SðfmÞ /
XPm

j¼1
½GjmKjm þ

1
2

HjmK2
jm�: (23) 

The following formula can be used to find fixed optimal: 

Kjm ¼ �
Gjm

Hjm
;wherej ¼ 1; 2; . . . ::; Pm: (24) 

We get loss function when we substitute it back, 
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SðfmÞ / �
1
2

XPm

j¼1

G2
jm

Hjm
: (25) 

This function marks a tree structure. The lesser the score, the better the 
structure (T. Chen and Guestrin 2016).

We used the following parameter of each model in this study. For XGB- 
linear, we initialized the parameters as lambda = 0, alpha = 0, and eta = 0.3, 
where lambada and alpha are the regularization term on weights and eta is the 
learning rate. For XGB-Tree, we initialized the parameters with the maximum 
depth of tree, i.e. max-depth = 30, learning rate, and eta = 0.3, maximum loss 
reduction, i.e. gamma = 1, minimum child weight = 1, and subsample = 1.

Classification and Regression Tree (CART)
A CART is a predictive algorithm used in the machine learning to explain how the 
target variable values can be predicted based on the other values. It is a decision tree 
where each fork is split in a predictor variable and each node at the end has 
a prediction for the target variable. The decision tree (DT) algorithm was first 
proposed by Breiman in 1984 (Ariza-Lopez, Rodriguez-Avi, and Alba-Fernandez 
2018) and is a learning algorithm or predictive model or decision support tool of 
Machine Learning and Data Mining for the large size of input data, which predicts 
the target value or class label based on several input variables. In the decision tree, 
the classifier compares and checks the similarities in the data set and ranked it into 
distinct classes. L.-M. Wang et al. (2006) used DTs for classifying the data based on 
the choice of an attribute, which maximizes and fixes the data division. Until the 
conclusion criteria and condition are met, the attributes of data sets are split into 
several classes. The DT algorithm is constructed mathematically as 

X ¼ fX1;X2;X3; ; ::;Xmg
T
; (26) 

Xi ¼ fx1; x2; x3; ; ; xij; ::; xing; (27) 

S ¼ fS1; S2; ; ; Si; ::; Smg: (28) 

Here. the number of observations is denoted by m in the above equations, 
n represents the number of independent variables, and S is the m-dimension 
vector spacs of the variable forecasted from X. Xi is the ith module of n-dimension 
autonomous variables, xi1; xi2; xi3; ; . . . . . . ::; xin are autonomous variable of pat-
tern vector Xi, and T is the transpose symbol in equation 16.

The purpose of DTs is to forecast the observations of �X. From �X, several DTs 
can be developed by different accuracy levels; however, the best and optimum DT 
construction is a challenge due to the fact that exploring space has enormous and 
large dimension. For DT, appropriate fitting algorithms can be developed, which 
reflect the trade-off between complexity and accuracy. For the partition data set �X, 
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there are several sequences of local optimum decision about the feature parameters 
that are used using the Decision Tree strategies. Optimal DT, Tk0, is developed 
according to a subsequent optimization problem, 

bRðTk0Þ ¼ minfbRðTk0Þg; k ¼ 1; 2; 3; ;K; (29) 

R̂ðTÞ ¼
Xk

tT
frðtÞpðtÞg: (30) 

In the above equation, R̂ Tð Þ represents an error level during the misclassifica-
tion of tree Tk, Tk0 represents the optimal DT that minimizes an error of mis-
classification in the binary tree, T represents a binary tree T1;T2; ; . . . ;Tk; t1f g, 
and the index of tree is represented by k, tree node with t, and root node by t1, 
resubstituting an error by r(t), which misclassifies node t, probability that any case 
drop into node t is represented with p(t). The left and right sets of partition of 
subtrees are denoted by TL and TR. The result of feature plan portioning the tree 
T is formed. We used the parameters for CART with criterion = Gini, splitter = best, 
min sample split = 2, and min sample leaf = 1.

Stochastic Gradient Boosting Machines
Stochastic gradient boosting is an ensemble technique developed by Friedman 
(Friedman 2002). He made some minor changes to improve by including random 
subsampling in the Gradient Boosting Algorithm, as the gradient boosting algo-
rithm constructs an additive model by fitting a base learner sequentially. Consider 
a data set with input variables x = {x1, . . . .,xn} and response variable “y.” The 
problem is to find a function z = F(x; β) mapping x to y, with the minimum 

expected value of loss function 
Pn

i¼1
L yi; F xi; βð Þð Þ from data set xi; yif g

N
i¼1. 

Boosting approximates this function by an additive expansion of the form 

FðxÞ ¼
XM

m¼0
pmf ðx : τmÞ; (31) 

where the function f x : τmð Þ is a weak learner usually chosen to be function 
x with parameters τ and p is a weight. Therefore, in training data, pm; τmf g

M
m¼1 

jointly fits to learn in a “stage-wise” approach. In the first step, f0(x) is set as the 
initial guess; then for every iteration m = 1 to M, randomly select the subsample of 
the training data. These random samples π ið Þf g

N
1 are drawn without 

a replacement manner, then a random sample of size �N>N is given by 
yπi; xπif g

�N
i¼1, which are used to train weak learners, instead of all training samples 
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yi; xif g
N
i¼1 to approximately solve pm; τmð Þ ¼

argminp;r
Pn

π i¼1ð Þ

L yπ ið Þ; Fm� 1 xπ ið Þ
� �

þ pf xi; τð Þ
� �

with the procedure of two steps. 

Fit f x : τmð Þ in the first step by 

τm ¼ arg minr
Xn

i¼1
ðgπðiÞm � f ðxi; τÞÞ2 (32) 

where, 

�gπðiÞm ¼ �
@LðyπðiÞ; FðxπðiÞÞÞ

@FðxπðiÞÞ

� �

FðxÞ¼Fm� 1ðxÞ

In the second step, learn p, 

pm ¼ arg minp
Xn

i¼1
LðyπðiÞ; Fm� 1ðxπðiÞÞ þ pf ðxi; τmÞÞ: (33) 

To control the rate of learning, shrinkage parameter v is used similarly as in 
gradient boosting algorithm Fm xð Þ ¼ Fm� 1 xð Þ þ vpmf x; τmð Þ, where 0 < v ≤ 1.

For optimizing the parameters, the learning rate value works somewhere 
between 0.05 and 0.2. We tested in this range and find the optimal value of 
learning rate to be 0.1. Moreover, the max depth value was tested between 
2and 5, and the optimal max depth was chosen to be 3. Finally, the sub-
sample values are tested between 0.05 and 0.4 and 0.1 was obtained as 
optimal.

K- Nearest Neighbors (K-NN)
In parametric recognition, the kNN is a classification technique that is non-
parametric. Provided input in each of the preceding cases consists of the 
k most closely related samples used for training in the featured space. For 
classification purposes, the obtained output can differ depending on which 
variant of kNN is chosen: regression or classification.

KNN algorithm works according to the following steps using the Euclidean 
distance formula.

Step I: To train the system, provide the feature space to KNN.
Step II: Measure distance using the Euclidean distance formula 

d xi; yið Þ ¼
Xn

i¼1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ðxi� yiÞ
2

q

(34) 

Step III: Sort the values calculated using the Euclidean distance 
using di � di þ 1;wherei ¼ 1; 2; 3; . . . :; k

Step IV: Apply means or voting according to the nature of data
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Step V: Value of K (i.e. number of nearest neighbors) depends upon the 
volume and nature of data provided to KNN. For large data, the value of k is 
kept as large, whereas for small data, the value of k is also kept small.

Any object is assigned to the most closely related class among its 
k contemporaries (where k represents a positive integer, conventionally 
selected small number). If we assume k = 1, the object will simply be labeled 
and assigned to the single class neighbor’s closest neighbor. To achieve the 
highest prediction performance, the value of k is important and challenging 
task for research scientists. There are no predefined statistical methods to find 
the most favorable value of k. We initialized a random k value and started 
computing. As the value of k depends upon the data lengths, the substantial 
k value is better for classification and smoothening the decision boundaries. 
We randomly tested k values between 2 and 10, and optimal performance was 
achieved at k = 3. The performance of a k-NN classification is used to 
determine the property value of any entity. This value is the sum of all its 
k-nearest neighbor values.

Naïve Bayes
The NB (Gao et al. 2018) algorithm is based on Bayesian theorem 
(Yamauchi and Mukaidono 1999), and it is suitable for higher dimension-
ality problems. This algorithm is also suitable for several independent 
variables whether they are categorical or continuous. Moreover, this algo-
rithm can be the better choice for the average higher classification perfor-
mance problem and have a minimal computational time to construct the 
model. The Naïve Bayes classification algorithm was introduced by 
Wallace and Masteller in 1963. Naïve Bayes related to a family of prob-
abilistic classifier and established on Bayes theorem containing compact 
hypothesis of independence among several features. Naïve Bayes is the 
most ubiquitous classifier used for clustering in Machine Learning since 
1960. Classification probabilities are able to compute using the Naïve 
Bayes method in machine learning. The Naïve Bayes method is the utmost 
general classification technique due to highest performance than the other 
algorithms such as decision tree (DT), C-means (CM), and SVM. The 
Bayes decision law is used to find the predictable misclassification ratio, 
whereas assumption that the true classification opportunity of an object 
belongs to every class is identified. NB techniques were greatly biased 
because its probability computation errors are large. To overcome this 
task, the solution is to reduce the probability valuation errors by the Naïve 
Bayes method. Conversely, dropping probability computation errors did 
not provide the guarantee for achieving better results in classification 
performance and usually makes it poorest because of its different bias- 
variance decomposition among classification errors and probability com-
putation error (Fang et al. 2013). The Naïve Bayes method is widely used 
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in present advance developments (Zaidi, Du, and Webb 2020; Zhang et al. 
2013; C. Chen et al. 2016; Bermejo, Gámez, and Puerta 2014) due to its 
better performance (Yuan, Chia-Hua, and Lin 2012). Naïve Bayes techni-
ques needs a large number of parameters during the learning system or 
process. The maximum possibility of the Naïve Bayes function is used for 
parameter approximation. NB represents the conditional probability clas-
sifier, which can be calculated using Bayes theorem: problem instance, 
which is to be classified, described by a vector Y ¼ Y1; Y2; Y3; . . . . . . Ynf g

shows n features spaces, and conditional probability can be written as 

SðNkjY1;Y2;Y3;YnÞ: (35) 

For each class Nk or each promising output, statistically, Bayes theorem can be 
written as 

SðNkjYÞ ¼
SðNkÞSðYjNkÞ

SðYÞ
: (36) 

where S NkjYð Þ represents the posterior probability, while S Nkð Þ represents the 
preceding probability, S YjNkð Þ represents the likelihood, and S Yð Þ represents 
the evidence. NB is mathematically represented as 

SðNkjY1;Y2;Y3; . . . . . . YnÞ ¼
1
T

SðNkÞ
Yn

i¼1
SðYijNkÞ: (37) 

Here, T ¼ S yð Þ is the scaling factor, which depends upon 
ðY1; Y2; Y3; . . . . . . YnÞ and S Nkð Þ is a parameter used for the calculation 
of marginal probability and conditional probability for each attribute or 
instance, which is represented by SðYijNkÞ. The Naïve Bayes technique 
becomes most sensitive in the presence of correlated attributes. The exis-
tence of extremely redundant or correlated objects or features can bias the 
decision taken by the Naïve Bayes classifier (Bermejo, Gámez, and Puerta 
2014).

We used the optimized parameters of Naïve Bayes with prior = none and 
var_smoothing = 1 × 10−9, where optimal performance was yielded and tested 
between 1 × 10−5 to 1× 10−10.

Results

This study is specifically conducted to extract the multimodal features, 
employing and optimizing the robust machine learning techniques to 
classify between the indoor and outdoor particulate matters. We extracted 
time-domain, spectral, and entropy-based features. We then applied the 
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chi-square feature selection method and fed these features with and with-
out feature selection methods to the robust machine learning classifiers 
such as CART, KNN, SVM-L, SVM-R, NB, RF. GBM, XGB-L, and XGB-T.

Table 1 shows the classification performance results with feature selection 
results. The highest detection performance was yielded using SVM-L, SVM-R, 
RF, GBM, and XGB-T with 100% of sensitivity, specificity, PPV, NPV, and 
AUC followed by XGB-T with an accuracy of 97.92%, an AUC of 0.996; CART 
with an accuracy of 0.9167 and an AUC of 1.00; NB with an accuracy of 0.875, 
an AUC of 0.926; and KNN with an accuracy of 0.8958 and an AUC of 0.989.

Table 2 shows the classification performance results without feature selec-
tion results. The highest detection performance was yielded using SVM-L, 
SVM-R, RF, GBM with 100% of sensitivity, specificity, PPV, NPV, and AUC 
followed by XGB-T with an accuracy of 93.75%, an AUC of 1.00, a sensitivity 
of 86.00%, and a specificity of 100%; XGB-T with an accuracy of 93.75%, an 
AUC of 0.996, a sensitivity of 89.00%, and a specificity of 100%; KNN with an 
accuracy of 93.75%, an AUC of 0.989, a sensitivity of 96.00%, and a specificity 
of 90.00%; SVM-L with an accuracy 93.75%, an AUC of 0.986, a sensitivity of 
100%, and a specificity of 86.00%; CART with an accuracy of 91.16%, an AUC 
of 0.915, a sensitivity of 93.00%, and a specificity of 90.00%; and NB with an 
accuracy of 85.42%, an AUC of 0.885, a sensitivity of 85.00%, and a specificity 
of 86.00%.

The main contribution of this study is to extract the multimodal features to 
capture multidynamics present in the ambient particulate time series, applying 
the feature selection method to select the important features and then opti-
mizing the machine learning algorithms by feeding the multimodal features 
with and without the feature selection method. We optimized the hyperpara-
meters of 09 selected algorithms such as CART, KNN, SVM-L, SVM-R, NB, 
RF, GBM, XGB-L, and XGB-T. We evaluated the performance based on 
different performance evaluation metrics such as sensitivity, specificity, PPV, 
NPV, accuracy, and AUC. The proposed methods based on the parametric 

Table 1. Prediction of particulate matters based on the multimodal features extration approach 
and employing robust machine learning techniques using 10-fold cross-validation with the chi- 
square feature selection method.

Classifier Sensitivity Specificity PPV NPV Accuracy AUC

CART 0.93 0.9 0.926 0.905 0.9167 1
KNN 0.81 1 1 0.808 0.8958 0.989
SVM-L 1 1 1 1 1 1
SVM-R 1 1 1 1 1 1
NB 0.89 0.86 0.889 0.857 0.875 0.926
RF 1 1 1 1 1 1
GBM 1 1 1 1 1 1
XGB-L 0.96 1 1 0.955 0.9792 0.996
XGB-T 1 1 1 1 1 1
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optimization approach, multimodal features extracting strategy, and feature 
selection methods yielded the highest detection performance to accurately 
predict the ambient particulate matter time series.

Figure 2 indicates the multimodal features ranking extracted from particulate matter 
(PM) indoor and outdoor timeseries. Feature ranking algorithms are mostly used for 
ranking features independently without using any supervised or unsupervised learning 
algorithm. A specific method is used for feature ranking in which each feature is assigned 
a scoring value, then selection of features will be made purely on the basis of these 
scoring values (H. Wang, Khoshgoftaar, and Gao 2010). The finally selected distinct and 
stable features can be ranked according to these scores, and redundant features can be 
eliminated for further classification. We first extracted time-domain, statistical, and 
complexity features from indoor and outdoor PMs and then ranked them based on 
empirical receiver operating characteristic curve (EROC) and random classifier slop 
(Bradley 1997), which ranks features based on the class separability criteria of the area 
between EROC and random classifier slope. The ranked features show the features 
importance based on their ranking, which can be helpful for distinguish these different 
classes for improving the detection performance and decision-making by concerned 
health practitioners.

Figure 3 shows the frequency distribution of the 15 extracted multimodal 
features to distinguish the indoor PM from outdoor PM. Hussain et al. 
(2020a) extracted multimodal features and applied few supervised 
machine learning algorithms without feature selection methods and opti-
mization using a similar data set and obtained a highest accuracy of 95.8% 
with a cubic and coarse Gaussian SVM and AUC of 1.00. In this study, we 
optimized parameters of 12 supervised machine learning algorithms. The 
detection performance was increased to 100% using SVM-L, SVM-R, RF, 
and XGB-T with original features. While using the chi-square feature 
selection method, the highest detection performance with an accuracy of 
100% and an AUC of 1.00 was yielded using SVM-R, RF, XGB-T, 
and GBM.

Table 2. Prediction of particulate matters based on the multimodal features extration approach 
and employing robust machine learning techniques using 10-fold cross-validation without the 
feature selection method.

Classifier Sensitivity Specificity PPV NPV Accuracy AUC

CART 0.93 0.9 0.926 0.905 0.916 0.915
KNN 0.96 0.9 0.929 0.95 0.9375 0.989
SVM-L 1 0.86 0.9 1 0.9375 0.986
SVM-R 1 1 1 1 1 1
NB 0.85 0.86 0.885 0.818 0.8542 0.885
RF 1 1 1 1 1 1
GBM 1 1 1 1 1 1
XGB-L 0.89 1 1 0.875 0.9375 0.996
XGB-T 0.86 1 1 0.955 0.9375 1
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Discussions

All pollutant exposures are increased and adverse effects are exacerbated by 
increased exposure concentration and/or longer exposure duration. The expo-
sure being short or long term is categorized depending upon the duration 
contract with the pollutant. We can develop a correlation between the health 
effects including increased mortality and enduring exposure of the particulate 
matters. Long-term increased air pollution exposure can cause increased 
mortality by causing the cardiopulmonary disease and lung cancer (Cao 
et al., 2011). The severe health problems are caused due to the short-term 
exposure caused by the higher air pollutant concentration. The researchers in 
the past established correlation between interim exposure and ischemic heart 
diseases, asthma to air pollution, and unrelieved bronchitis (Pöschl, 2005). 
Moreover, a link is established between the exposure and increased mortality 
due to the short-term changes in particulate matters and daily deaths counts. 

Figure 2. Multimodal features ranking.
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The increased rate of hospitalization is also linked with the exposure of 
particulate matters. There is a great impact on the human health because of 
the size of the particulate matter (Brook et al., 2010). The small particles with 
a diameter of 10 μm can be bypassed within the nasal passage, thereby 
preventing the unwanted material to deposit in lungs and enter the body. 
The deposited particles are conceded through the alveolar lung’s membrane to 
the blood stream. The particulate matter, i.e. PM2.5, is associated with the 
increase of arrhythmia, stroke, heart, and heart failure (Brook et al., 2010). 
Moreover, gaseous copollutants and ultrafine particles are also implicated on 

Figure 3. Frequency distribution of various multimodal extracted features to distinguish the indoor 
particulate matter (PM) from outdoor PM.
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the body due to the effects of particulate matter. The aerosol chemical com-
position reflects the origin of emissions. During the storm, the emitted parti-
cles have chemical compositions of dust, sulfate, nitrate, and organic and 
elemental carbon, and other responsible resources such as metal smelter can 
be correlated due to the increased threat of cardiac events (Ito et al., 2011). The 
increased health problems are also linked with the traffic sources. The mor-
tality of cardiovascular diseases is also associated due to the combustion 
emission. The effect of these particles is still unclear that whether they are 
impaired or persuaded by small particles and diesel exhaust particles of 
components of the traffic mixture (Brook et al., 2010). In Brisbane, the 
particulate matters effects on pregnancy and birth defects were examined 
during health studies (L. Chen, Mengersen, & Tong, 2007; Hansen, Neller, 
Williams, & Simpson, 2007), hospital admissions, the air pollution, and 
interim and durable exposure effects on the cardio-respiratory system due to 
the particulate matter (Simpson et al., 2005). The prevalence of preterm birth 
and fatal growth reduction are still not examined with significant evidence 
along with the increased hospital admissions during bushfires and heavy traffic 
areas (Simpson et al., 2005).

The PM toxicity was computed by Ito et al. (2011) based on specific 
constituents, and bivariate chronological associations are determined between 
air pollution, weather, and outcomes of health variables by calculating the 
cross-correlation function (CCF) for the key variables. The temporal fluctua-
tions can be determined using these cross-correlations. Previous studies (Ito 
et al., 2011; Rinehart et al., 2006) indicate that the relationship between two 
series is influenced powerfully by shared trends, day of week patterns, and 
seasonal cycles. The generalized linear regression models using the natural 
cubic spline smoothing function were used to compute the short-term varia-
tions. Moreover, Poisson generalization additive models (Schwartz, 1993; 
Stölzel et al., 2007) were employed to analyze the dynamics of particulate 
matters in different sizes and the daily mortality. Similarly, the locally 
weighted linear smooth function (Ruggeri et al. 2015) with a span of 0.05 
was applied to control the trends and seasonal variations. The risk for each 
source including absolute factor scores was evaluated simultaneously in the 
model. The risk factor was evaluated by computing absolute factor scores 
simultaneously in the model. The city specific models were built to investigate 
which element is important for ambient particle toxicity (He, Mazumdar, & 
Arena, 2006; Laden et al. 2014; Urmila P. Kodavanti, Richard H. Jas, 1997) that 
includes daily measurement of lead, iron, sulfur, vanadium, manganese, 
nickel, and zinc as individual and in combination as well. The seasons, trends, 
and weather are also controlled for these factors.

The research from epidemiology indicates that both short- and long-term 
exposure of ambient indoor and outdoor particulate matters (PM) are asso-
ciated with chronic and ambient hazardous health effects including 
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cardiovascular and respiratory problems, lungs dysfunction, asthma attacks, 
etc. The PM data were acquired from different locations of Muzaffarabad Azad 
Kashmir for both indoor and outdoor PMs. Based on the dynamical charac-
teristics of the PM time series, we extracted multifeatures such as frequency 
domain features and time-domain features, wavelet features, complexity- 
based entropy features, and statistical features from these particulate matters. 
The robust machine learning classifiers like SVM with cubic, quadratic, linear, 
and coarse gaussian were applied.

Hussain et al. utilized the same dataset (Hussain et al. 2020b), computed the 
multimodal features, and obtained the highest accuracy of 95.8% using SVM 
cubic and coarse Gaussian kernels and cubic KNN. We utilized primary data 
of indoor and outdoor collected from different locations of Muzaffarabad 
region of Azad Kashmir, Pakistan. Previously, researchers Saeed et al. (2017) 
and Shah et al. (2021) studied the nonlinear dynamical measures on this data 
set to unfold the nonlinear dynamics; however, this study is specifically aimed 
to develop an Artificial intelligence-based model based on multimodal features 
to capture the nonlinear dynamics and temporal and spectral changes of 
particulate matters time series from indoor and outdoor and provide 
a prediction with improved performance. In the recent study, we extracted 
the multimodal features by considering diverse factors to capture the multiple 
dynamics, optimized the machine learning algorithms, and applied the feature 
selection methods, which improved the particulate matter detection perfor-
mance. In the recent study, most of the algorithms with optimization of 
parameters and applying the chi-square feature selection method yielded the 
highest improved performance and including SVM linear, SVM RBF, random 
forest, GBM, and XGB tree yielded the 100% sensitivity, specificity, PPV, NPV, 
and AUC followed by XGB linear with an accuracy of 97.92% and an AUC of 
0.996. Moreover, without using the selection method, the highest performance 
was yielded using SVM RBF, RF, and GBM with 100% sensitivity, specificity, 
PPV, NPV, and AUC. Few algorithms also improved the performance based 
on the chi-square feature selection method such as SVM linear and XGB tree, 
which improved the accuracy from 93.75% to 100%.

The pollutant particulate matters affect adversely according to the size of 
particles, whereas the particulate matters having a size of approximately 10- 
micron can enter the lung directly and can affect it very severely. The particulate 
pollutant matters affect plants, human health, and the entire climate very 
severely. The particulate pollutions exposure can irritate the throat, eyes, 
and nose. It also attacks the bronchi and causes lung cancer. The increase 
of fine pollutant globally caused asthma. Therefore, accumulation of these 
particulate matters also caused the buildup of plaque in the vascular and 
arteries inflammation, which led to hardening of arteries and turn the 
heart problems. The pregnant mother can be affected along with the 
children because of the particulate matters during defects and failed 
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pregnancy. The high level of aerosols and another pollutant can cause 
premature deaths. Globally, both the people of urban and rural areas are 
affected due to the PM exposure. However, in the rural areas, there are still 
old age cultivation systems and people are not taking the precautionary 
measures in working their daily life due to lack of awareness.

Conclusions

Due to the health-related risk associated with this inhalation of these 
particulates, the Particulates Matter has become a major concern in 
urban areas. PM comes from different sources, both organic and anthro-
pogenic, of various aerodynamic dimensions, form, and solubility and 
chemical compositions (Seinfeld, Pandis, and Noone 1998). In the past 
two decades, extensive research on PM has resulted in some 1500–2,000 
research papers per annum, thanks to advances in measuring technology 
and new methods and tools for dealing with public health problems. The 
findings show that these powerful classification methods are extremely 
useful for detecting and classifying indoor and outdoor tiny particles, 
which will aid in the development of automation systems for environmen-
tal improvement. Moreover, to unfold the concentration and severity 
levels, their associations with the diverse health affects require a proper 
data acquisition of PM from proposed working environments. This will 
help us to devise mechanisms and policies for people working in different 
working environments to reduce the mortality rates. Likewise, the nitrogen 
oxide and sulfur oxide affected from PM can severely affect our respiratory 
systems and lungs functionality, causing irritation of the eyes. Thus, the 
respiratory tract inflammation causes mucus secretion, coughing, aggrava-
tion of asthma, and chronic bronchitis and makes people more prone to 
infections of the respiratory tract. The proposed method provides an auto-
mated tool to accurately predict the particulate matter concentration, and 
concerned environmental and healthcare professionals can suggest an 
appropriate mechanism to minimize the severe effects produced by parti-
culate matter concentration time series.
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